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A prehistoric gaze On a hillside, above iron-rich sedimentary rocks, I see a 
standing creature: not quite an animal, not simply a man.1 Its eyes look at a 
luminous world, while sensing the pulsation of travelling rivers underground; the 
rhythm of erosion rubbing against the deep riverbank. It has witnessed the birth 
of stars and the light of those that have died shines tightly within its heart. 

Coalescing opposites, the current age is one that attempts to perceive anew the 
relationship between nature and culture. Some say that within the age of 
mankind, the Anthropocene, the human as producer has overridden any original 
conception of nature. Others seek to destabilise the human position, pointing 
instead to matter, not as an environment, therefore external to the body or mind, 
but as a lively realm of becoming. 

Mythical empathy Reconciliation of opposites – human and nonhuman – might 
bring forth a situation wherein subjectivity and thought are rooted in nature. 
Rather than perceiving consciousness as a precondition for matter’s 
transformations, we could see the centralised mind as a derivative product of 
nature’s movements and metaphors. 

The nonhuman is no longer an object of knowledge (calculable and predictable), 
but rather materials gain a new life. ‘We have stopped calling humans Spirit. 
Sure, humans have infinite inner space. But so do nonhumans’.2 

The mythical creature who lives in the forest and beyond; sleeps underneath the 
roots of grand trees; curls up in the warmth of the earth; still hears the whispers 
of cosmic colour and eternal return. 

I dare to say, this creature, though new to the Earth, is made from the land’s own 
bone. Its gaze is like the sea itself: vast and open, mysteriously deep and a home 
to a thousand voices, a beginning to all things born. It is a certain approach to 

																																																								
1	In certain traditions this creature is sometimes referred to as Abraxas  
2	Morton, T., Hyperobjects: Philosophy and Ecology After the End of the World, 
University of Minnesota Press, Minnesota, 2013, p. 172	



matter, which allows for the other to unfold.  

Not-having leads to use If the Earth is at once alive and sacred then handling its 
elements is a process of mutual communication. Beyond the dialogue with the 
individual properties of a material, this conversation involves investigations into 
the metaphorical aspects of a substance. Even in absence: void, when 
contained, speaks of potential. 
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